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Uglyâ€™s Conduit Bending is a quick, on-the-job reference specifically designed to provide the most

commonly required information on how to properly bend conduit, including information on bending

types and techniques. An ideal tool for electricians, contractors, instructors, and students, this

essential pocket guide uses diagrams, calculations, illustrations, photos, and quick explanations to

ensure bending is completed safely and correctly.
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If you know enough to consider buying an Ugly's electrical book you should already know the basics

of conduit bending, and that's all that's in the book when it comes to bending. But it covers

everything else you will need to know about your conduit run before you ever cut the first stick of

pipe. Conduit dimensions, fill, de-rating, NFPA tables and associated charts are all here along with

every other detail you could find in a code book to do with conduit. Ugly's specializes in making

toolbox size code reference books, and they are very good at it. If your looking for conduit bending

technique consider Electricians Guide to Conduit Bending by Richard Cox. This is still the best

guide for technique I have found.

I use this book a reference point for my electrical studies and only for that, this book is not made to

teach someone how to bend conduit, If you want to learn how to bend conduit then you should buy

"ELECTRICIANS GUIDE TO CONDUIT BENDING 3RD EDITION", Made by an I.B.E.W member.



Good reference for bending conduit, stub outs, various bends. Has measurements and good

explanations of tools & how to use them. Other references for number of conductors in various

conduit sizes. Gets into EMT vs PVC, connectors, bending PVC. Has lots of stuff professional

electricians keep in their heads. I'm a GC and do some occasional electric work/repair. I'll keep this

in my my truck for reference.

I have a few conduit bending books and I dont care for them, I though uglys would be better but it

wasn't

Book came early and is a great reference for all of the different bends you run into when running

electrical circuits and need to get over or around existing conduit. It's really helpful for someone like

myself who doesn't do enough conduit bending to remember how to do them and is clear enough to

guide me through it.

This book provides good information about conduit bending. If you are new to bending, I would

suggest that additional bending manuals be purchased to gain a better understanding of the

processes. For more experienced benders, this is a great resource in the field.

This is a easy to read and understand book for anyone who is learning to bend conduit or needs a

reference once in a while. I love it

This guide provides a comprehensive guide to most of your most common conduit bending needs. It

is an excellent guide for beginners as well as seasoned professionals.
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